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FOR YOUR PRAYERFUL CONSIDERATION
END THE WAIT FOR VULNER ABLE CHILDREN

Giving Opportunities
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
There are more than 13 million children with treatable disabilities in countries where we work. Some are waiting in
remote villages for us to seek them out. Some are on waiting lists, even for years, hoping we will serve them. Some are

END the WAIT

Thousands of children are on waiting lists across the CURE Children’s Hospital Network,

waiting right now to receive life-saving surgeries.

and many more are ostracized in remote villages, not even knowing they can be healed.

Your help ends the wait!

Opportunity - Heal Kids Today

In the pages that follow, we have provided specific, strategic, and urgent opportunities for you to choose from; these
opportunities end the wait for thousands of children with disabilities, making it possible for them to joyfully leave our

• LOV E 1,75 0 + CHILDREN THROUGH SURGERIES
• REACH 12,000 OF THE MOST VULNER ABLE CHILDREN

hospitals with new lives!
Thank you for prayerfully considering a generous gift to heal kids and share the good news of Jesus!
				

HEAL the NEXT GENERATION

Through strategic expansion and use of our existing facilities, we have the opportunity

				Gratefully,

to multiply our capacity and heal hundreds of thousands more vulnerable children for
generations to come.
Opportunity - Impact Generations

				Justin Narducci

• B U I L D N E W O P E R AT I N G R O O M S

				President/CEO

• ADD NEW SURGEONS
• L A U N C H A N E W H O S P I TA L
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END the
WAIT

LIFE-CHANGING ORTHO SURGERIES

1,000 CHILDREN

CURE provides orthopedic surgery to treat disabilities like bowed legs,
knock knees, and neglected clubfoot. These conditions require highly
specialized orthopedic surgical care, which is often inaccessible in
developing nations. The average stay in our hospitals is six days, and
most kids require multiple surgeries. Your help allows one thousand

LOVE CHILDREN
THROUGH
SURGERIES
Your help ends the wait for
1,750 children in need of
surgical care and the good
news of Jesus.
Because of your love for the
most vulnerable, they will
smile, walk, run, and truly
feel LOVED.

children to leave CURE hospitals walking, running, smiling, and
knowing they are LOVED.

LIFE-SAVING BRAIN SURGERIES

750 CHILDREN

Hydrocephalus (a build-up of fluid on the brain) is a life-threatening
condition. Because treatment is highly specialized and inaccessible,
many people travel from neighboring countries to CURE Children’s
Hospital of Uganda. Right now, there are hundreds of children in need
of emergency brain surgeries, and the specialized pre-and post-care
needed for these procedures.
YOUR IMPAC T
Megan, the baby girl pictured above, was abandoned on the side of the
road because of her condition but she was found and brought to CURE

“Excellent care is the
most amazing platform to
share the gospel, to share our
faith, to tell people why we’re
doing what we’re doing.”
–
Dr. Rick Gardner
Chief Medical Officer

Children’s Hospital of Uganda. Her life has been saved and now she is
in a loving home. This is the impact of your generosity!

YOUR IMPAC T
Evance, pictured at left, was treated at CURE Children’s Hospital of
Malawi after his mother had searched unsuccessfully for years for a
treatment for clubfoot. “The moment I stepped into CURE, I knew
there was an answer,” she now says. Today, Evance can walk to
school and is accepted in his community. This is the impact of your
generosity – kids who had no hope for treatment now have new lives.
YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y
Sponsor 1 life-changing ortho surgery ....................................$1,425
Sponsor 5 life-changing ortho surgeries ................................. $7,125
Sponsor 10 life-changing ortho surgeries ............................ $14,250
Sponsor 50 life-changing ortho surgeries ............................$71,250
Each surgery funded includes surgical care, spiritual care, and other
after-care, including physical therapy.

YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y
Sponsor 1 life-saving brain surgery ....................................... $2,000
Sponsor 5 life-saving brain surgeries .................................. $10,000
Sponsor 10 life-saving brain surgeries ................................$20,000
Sponsor 50 life-saving brain surgeries .............................$100,000
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END the
WAIT

MOBILE CLINIC OUTREACH
TO REMOTE VILLAGES

12,000 CHILDREN

“Rejoice with me, I have found my lost sheep.”
- Luke 15:6b

Mobile clinics purposefully travel to rural villages to serve as a
catalyst for churches and communities to reach out to children with
disabilities. These are often the most vulnerable children, but we know
they are LOVED in Christ and we prayerfully seek them out.

REACH
THE MOST
VULNER ABLE
Your help ends the wait for
the lost, marginalized, and
forgotten. Like Christ pursues
the lost sheep, together we
go to the rural villages where
children and their parents
don’t even know that there is
hope for healing.

YOUR IMPAC T
Kids like Mamaru, pictured to the right, would not even know that
they could be healed, but through a mobile clinic we shared the hope
of medical treatment and, today, he has a new name and a bright
future - this is the impact of your generosity.
YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y
Mobile Clinic Vans (need 3)
• Sponsor a new mobile clinic van reaching
thousands of children annually............................................. $50,000

“My (old) name
doesn’t fit me
now that my foot is
straight.”
–
Mamaru

Mobile Clinic Visits (need 200)
• Sponsor 1 mobile clinic and recruit 60+ children.....................$2,000
• Sponsor 5 mobile clinics and recruit 300+ children .............$10,000
• Sponsor 10 mobile clinics and recruit 600+ children .......... $20,000
Each two-day, mobile clinic outreach treats an average of 600 people and
identifies around 60 children needing specialized surgeries.

Mamaru was found through a mobile clinic in Ethiopia and became a patient at CURE Children’s Hospital of Ethiopia. Not only
did he receive treatment to help him walk, but his family chose a new name for him! Before his foot was healed, his name was
Miniychi, which means “not capable.” Afterwards, he asked to change his name to Mamaru, which means “handsome.”
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HEAL the NEXT
GENERATION

NEW OPERATING ROOMS

NEW HOSPITAL LAUNCH FUND

Your help eliminates the uncertainty for children on

Just a few weeks ago, we opened the doors to the CURE Children’s Hospital of Zimbabwe. This means that more than 300,000

waiting lists by increasing our current surgical capacity

children with treatable disabilities across the nation will now have access to surgical care and the love of Jesus. Even in the

with new operating rooms. Critical upgrades to our

midst of a worldwide pandemic, God is expanding His kingdom and His reach into the lives of the most vulnerable!

hospital infrastructure will help us reach more children for
years to come.

Your help funds the final 20 percent of the annual costs needed to reach full capacity for the CURE Zimbabwe Children’s
Hospital launch. This includes the purchase of medical equipment, facility renovation, additional medical staffing, and

M U LT I P LY H E A L I N G
I N H O S P I TA L S
Your help increases our capacity to
reach, serve, and heal vulnerable
children for years to come through
the addition of new operating rooms,
surgeons, and the launch of a new
hospital.

YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y

operational costs for the first year.

New Operating Rooms - $500,000 (need 3)
50 people giving ........................................ $10,000

YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y

20 people giving ........................................ $25,000

Launch the Hospital

10 people giving .........................................$50,000

50 people giving ........................................... $7,500
20 people giving ..........................................$18,750

NEW SURGEON FUND
CURE has the opportunity to add four more surgeons to

10 people giving ..........................................$37,500
1 person giving ..........................................$375,000

increase our capacity. Your generosity recruits, trains, and
deploys new pediatric surgeons across the network. All of
our surgeons are highly trained specialists and conduct
an average of 500 surgical procedures annually, but more
than that, they feel called by God to use their medical skills
to help the most vulnerable and create an opportunity for
the gospel to be shared.

“One generation
commends your works to
another; they tell of your
mighty acts.”
–
Psalm 145:4

8

YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y
New Surgeons (need 4)
10 people giving ......................................... $10,000
4 people giving ..........................................$50,000
1 person giving .........................................$100,000
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JOIN US

The opportunity is staggering, and the call is
urgent, biblical, and Christ-centered. On our
knees, and reliant on Jesus, we cry out END
THE WAIT. Lord, as you have loved us, help us
to sacrificially respond until every one of these
children know they are LOVED in Christ.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY $5,750,000
Your gift will be matched up to $1,000,000!

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jerry Tubergen, President & CEO, Ottawa Avenue Private Capital, Chairman
Peter Schulze, Chairman, Global Opportunities Holdings, Treasurer
Mike Houskamp, Associate Broker, Coldwell Banker Woodland Schmidt, Secretary
Edward Stillman, President, Stillman Volvo
Dennis Schlosser, Chairman, Schlosser Steel, Schlosser Properties
Judy Bellig, Vice President, Diablo Investment Co.
Chris Tomlin, Music Artist
Marcia McIntyre, Founder & President, MADALA
Dr. Joe Stowell, President, Cornerstone University

END the WAIT $3,475,000

Luke Nieuwenhuis, Vice President, Distributor Incentives, Amway
Duane Cressman, President, Cressman Homes, CURE Canada Chairman

Help us end the wait in the next three months for 1,750+ children with disabilities.
LOVE KIDS THROUGH SURGERIES

Dr. John O’Dowd, Medical Director, Real Health, CURE UK Chairman

“We find CURE to be a
rare ministry that strives
for excellence in both
proclaiming Jesus Christ and
healing the sick.”
–

$2,925,000
Life-saving Brain Surgeries....................$1,500,000
Life-changing Ortho Surgeries.............. $1,425,000

Michael and Mandy Brock
CURE donors

REACH THE MOST VULNER ABLE

$550,000
Mobile Clinics............................................ $400,000

MISSION

Mobile Vans................................................ $150,000

HEAL the NEXT GENERATION $2,275,000
Help multiply healing in our hospitals by reaching hundreds of thousands of kids for years to come.

HEAL THE SICK
AND PROCLAIM THE
KINGDOM OF GOD

H E A L T H E N E X T G E N E R AT I O N
New Operating Rooms: ..........................$1,500,000

Luke 9:2

New Surgeon Fund: .................................. $400,000
New Hospital Fund: ................................... $375,000
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